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O.U.R. Rescue Mission Update
Great things are happening with Operation Underground Railroad. Their most recent mission to
rescue children from sex slavery, a mission ASEA funded, was successful. Thank you to all who
have supported the ASEA Advancing Life Foundation and made this effort possible.
O.U.R. won’t be ready to release the exact location of this rescue until the case is built and
prosecution of the perpetrators is safely underway, but there are details we can share with you
now. We understand that this subject matter is heavy, but please keep in mind that our part in it
is on the side of eradicating this problem and that through the Advancing Life Foundation, we are
helping to put an end to this unimaginable evil in the lives of millions of children.

The mission took place in South America and was the first O.U.R. mission in the country they
went into. The city where the rescue transpired is known for its high incidence of abuse and
assault. It is not unusual there for a child to have been sexually assaulted by the age of nine.
Operatives rescued a total of 10 girls, seven of whom were under the age of 18. Those who were
over 18 had been trafficked for years, beginning as younger teens. Most of the girls rescued had
been living at home with their families. Much in the same way this type of trafficking is done in
the United States, the families were unaware that their children were being exploited. The girls
had been groomed and threatened with mortal harm to their families if they were to reveal their
situation to any trusted adult.
The youngest person rescued on this mission was 13; she was the newest slave in this group
and had been trafficked for nearly a year. Another of the girls, a 16-year-old, was five days from
delivering a baby. While not counted in the number rescued, this now-newborn child represents
another life saved. Babies born to sex-trafficked women are either kept and groomed for future
sex trafficking or sold for organ harvesting.
The rescued girls are now receiving free medical services and therapy. Those who were able to
go home have gone home. Those who were not are now in a trusted aftercare shelter.
Three men have been arrested in this case and are in jail awaiting prosecution. One of them has
a previous sex-trafficking arrest but walked free on lack of sufficient evidence. We are confident
that he will not be returned to the streets this time. With O.U.R.’s video footage of the rescue,
police expect all three suspects to be convicted.
Once the prosecution is finalized, O.U.R. will publicize the location of the rescue and will credit
ASEA with funding the mission. They will also share with us video footage from the mission. We
are pleased as well as sobered to know that this mission will open the way for more work to be
done in that particular country, and we look forward with hope to a ripple effect of reform there.
Again, we thank you for supporting this cause. You have been part of bringing children back to
their families where possible and giving them a hopeful tomorrow. We invite you to continue
fighting slavery with us.
Sincerely,
The ASEA Advancing Life Foundation
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